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PROOF OF LIFE:  Video, animation, and software. Artwork displays a newspaper in real time updated every 5 minutes from a BBC source. Real news are mixed randomly with texts written by the artist. Palm tree tracks values in the stock market also in real time. Names of papers are from now defunct US newspapers. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							BANANA WEATHER:  
Video, watercolors, animation, and software.Artwork receives weather data through a RSS feed and changes to follow variations in heat, humidity, precipitation, cloud cover, time of day and wind. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							BONSAI:  Watercolors, video, animation, and software. 
4 layers approximately 400 K years before repeating.
 Predicted lunar and tidal phases. Functioning clock.
 Tree turns 360 degrees every day and also every minute, 
hourly animations. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							KRAKA: Watercolors, animation, software.
5 Layers, millions of years before repeating. 
Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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FLOR DE MAR:  Watercolors, animation, software. 4 Layers, approximately 400 K years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases.  Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							VAN GOGH GENERATOR:  
Watercolors, animation, and software. 6 layers, approximately 8 trillion years before repeating. Predicted lunar and tidal phases.
Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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BANCO TAINO:  
Watercolors, animation, video and software. 5 Layers, millions of years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases. number of boats represent the hours, E/W position of moon the minutes. Sunflowers turn 360 degrees in 24 hours and also every minute. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							VIRGIN APPARITION: Watercolor, animation and software.  6 layers, approximately 8 trillion years before repeating. Virgin appears when triggered by motion sensor. Software on computer, edition of 8. 
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							TROZO: Watercolors, animation, software.
 5 Layers, millions of years before repeating.
 Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							PONE: Watercolor, animation and software. 6 layers, approximately 8 trillion years before repeating.  Software on computer. 
Edition of 8. 
							 
													
						
							[image: FLORDEMAR]
FLOR DE MAR:  Watercolors, animation, software. 4 Layers, approximately 400 K years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases.  Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
							 
							 
							
													
						
							[image: FLORDEMAR]
FLOR DE MAR:  Watercolors, animation, software. 4 Layers, approximately 400 K years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases.  Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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ALHAMBRA TILES:  Video, animation, software.Hue regeneration on morphing videos , hues will never repeat. Predicted Lunar phases. Clock hands appear when triggered by motion. Functional clock:  Software on computer. Edition of 5, with 2 APs. 
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							PROOF OF LIFE:  Video, animation, and software. Artwork displays a newspaper in real time updated every 5 minutes from a BBC source. Real news are mixed randomly with texts written by the artist. Palm tree tracks values in the stock market. Names of papers are from now defunct US newspapers. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							BONSAI:  
Watercolors, video, animation, and software. 4 layers approximately 400 K years before repeating. Predicted lunar and tidal phases. Functioning clock. Tree turns 360 degrees every day and also every minute, hourly animations. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							VIRGIN APPARITION:  
Watercolors, animation, and software. 6 layers approx 8 trillion years before repeating, virgin appears when triggered by sensor. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							BANCO TAINO:  Watercolors, animation, video software. 5 Layers, millions of years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases. number of boats represent the hours, E/W position of moon the minutes. Sunflowers turn 360 degrees in 24 hours and also every minute. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							GTMO:  Watercolors, video, animation, and software. Real time weather, tracking. Wind, humidity, temperature, cloud cover, precipitation,heat and time of day anywhere in the world the viewer chooses. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							TIDES:  
Watercolors, animation, and software. 4 layers approx 400 K years before repeating. Predicted lunar and tidal phases. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							VAN GOGH GENERATOR:  
Watercolors, animation, and software. 6 layers, approximately 8 trillion years before repeating. Predicted lunar and tidal phases.
Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							STEM CELL VARIATIONS:  Time lapse video, animation, software. 7 layers at 1:30 each layer virtually infinite. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							KRAKA:  Watercolors, animation, software. 5 Layers, millions of years before repeating. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							TROZO:  Watercolors, animation, software. 5 Layers, millions of years before repeating. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							POZO:  Watercolors, animation, software. 6 Layers, approx 8 trillion years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases. Emissions occur when triggered by sensor. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							PONE: Watercolor, animation and software. 6 layers approximately 8 trillion years before repeating. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							FLOR DE MAR:  Watercolors, animation, software. 4 Layers, approximately  400 K  years before repeating. Predicted Lunar and Tidal phases. Software on computer. Edition of 8. 
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							ALHAMBRA TILES:  Video, animation, software. Hue regeneration on morphing video, hues will not repeat. Clock hands appear when triggered by motion, functional clock, predicted moon phases. Software on computer. Edition of 5 and 2 APs. 
							 
													
					
				
				
			
			

					

						

				

				
						
							
					
			
							
								

					

		

								

					

		
						

					

		

								

					

		
									

			

					

		                    
                            

                    

		




    




		
		































				
				
				
				
				

